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Abstract: Creative Commons (CC) is often seen as a social movement, dismissed by critics as
a tool for hobbyists or academics who do not sell their creations to make a living. However,
this paper argues that the licensing of creative copyright works under a CC licence does not
preclude commercial gain. If used wisely, CC licences can be a useful tool for creators in their
quest for commercial success. In particular, this paper argues that the sharing of creative
works online under a CC licence allows creators to circumvent traditional distribution
channels dominated by content intermediaries, whilest maintaining a level of control over
their copyright works (i.e. explicitly reserving some rights but not all rights). This will be
illustrated by case studies on how CC is being used by content creators and intermediaries
respective
Introduction
Creative Commons (CC) is often seen as a social movement, dismissed by critics as a tool for
hobbyists or academics who do not sell their creations to make a living.1 The application of CC
licences by copyright owners to their works permits the public at large to share the work with
others, subject to certain conditions. There is concern that CC promotes a “gift culture” which
devalues creative works both in society at large and in the minds of creators themselves.2 These
concerns stem from doubts as to one’s ability to make money off a work that can legally be
shared on the internet or anywhere else.3
These arguments may be valid in certain circumstances, but do not apply absolutely
across the board. This paper argues that the licensing of creative copyright works under a CC
licence does not preclude commercial gain. If used wisely, CC licences can be a useful tool for
creators in their quest for commercial success.
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I didn’t do this because I’m a big-hearted slob, I did it because I saw an opportunity
to make more money. - Cory Doctorow on releasing his book as a free download
under CC5
In fact, the sharing economy is already worth billions of dollars, the most obvious
direct financial beneficiaries generally being the firms that sell the hardware, software and
bandwidth required to produce and distribute.6 However, benefits to the technology sector
aside, this paper asks: can the legitimate7 sharing of works under CC licences benefit creators
themselves?8 Over the years, the copyright system has privileged the economic interests of
intermediaries (i.e. distributors such as publishers, movie studios and record companies) at the
expense of creators.9 This may have been sensible at a time when mass distribution of creative
works required significant investment.10 In this new, networked digital environment, do all
creators still need intermediaries to find both an audience and financial reward? Or is there an
alternative way forward?
In order to address these issues, firstly, this paper will summarise the role content
intermediaries have played in the copyright system. Secondly, the unrealised potential and reach
of the internet, combined with CC licences, as commercial tools for creators will be explained
using concepts such as supply and demand, scarcity, and permission marketing. This will
be followed by case studies on how CC is being used by content creators and intermediaries
(specifically, in the category of music and cinematograph films), and how successful their
respective methods are in harnessing this tool.11
Finally, this paper concludes that making one’s work available on the internet helps to
bridge the gap between creators and their audience. It provides a point of entry into a position
to be heard. CC licences, in turn, provide the legal mechanism to exercise a degree of control
over that copyright work, where such control is necessary. However, whilst sharing work under
a CC licence can be a valuable alternative over traditional distribution methods, a CC licence
is merely a whichtool that facilitates the sharing of copyright material. Commercial success (if
any) would be determined by how it is used and for what kind of copyright work. Although this
paper provides several examples of creators integrating CC licences into their business models
and generating successful commercial enterprises, these methods are by no means exhaustive
considering the infinite variety of copyright works to which CC can be applied to. This article
hopes to dispel the myth that making money from copyright works shared under a CC licence
is impossible, whilst providing a few inspiring case studies of what is indeed possible.
The Role of Intermediaries
Under the conventional (but not uncontested) economic theory underlying copyright,12 which
is (put simply) the creation of economic incentives to encourage creativity,13 intermediaries are
heavily rewarded.14 This is because intermediaries are seen as essential creators of markets for
copyright works - they provide the money that acts as an incentive for creators to make new
works and they move copies of those works to where readers, listeners and viewers can enjoy
them.15
As the entities that buy copyrights from creators, these intermediaries claim to stand
in the shoes of the audience for the works.16 They harness the efforts of a small number of
contracted or employed creators to the exclusion of creators who simply do not ‘make the cut’.17
This current structure relies largely on a small number of creators seeking to serve the widest
possible audience, via distribution by intermediaries.18 Very often, creators are required to
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assign copyright ownership over completely
if they want to work with these large
intermediaries.19 Copyright ownership is, for
the most part, held by large intermediaries,
resulting in “a world where no longer are
there many people competing to produce
and distribute cuture”.20
The reliance on intermediaries under
the current model creates an imbalance in
terms of who gets to create and profit from
art. If the conventional theory is accepted,
and intermediaries are indispensable, does
this mean that creators who wish to profit
from their work, but cannot prove their
commercial worth to intermediaries should
just give up?
Digital reproduction and the internet
have altered the intellectual property
landscape.21 Where creative content can
be recorded in digital form, the cost of
reproduction and distribution no longer
poses as a substantial cost requiring the
investment of intermediaries.22 An emerging
online sharing culture, assisted by the control
mechanisms provided by open content
licences, such as CC licences, is challenging
the conventional way in which creative Are content intermediaries truly the gatekeepers to an
content is being marketed and distributed. audience?
Creative Commons licences

Image: Beyond the wall by Giuseppe Bognanni (CC
BY 2.0) http://www.flickr.com/photos/79286287@
N00/215951891/

CC licences are a set of six free standardised, “open content”23 copyright licences that grant
permission to the public to share and use copyright works, in accordance with the licence
terms.24 For example, a basic term common to all six licences is that whenever a work is copied
or redistributed under the licence, credit must always be given to the creator/licensor.25 This is
a “some rights reserved” copyright licensing model that provides creators with flexible options
in governing how their work is shared and used by others.26 As it starts from the premise that
copyright will be exercised to permit reproduction and distribution of the copyright material
by others (subject to certain conditions of use), it is particularly relevant to material that can be
distributed online in digital form.27
By applying a CC licence (and the corresponding CC badge) to a copyright work,
the creator is permitting others (and signifying their permission to others) to distribute their
work under the licence terms. It is with these legally enforceable licence terms that the owner
maintains control over the work.28 For example, a term of the licence provides that if a licensee
breaches the licence (e.g. redistributes the work without giving credit to the creator), then the
licence is revoked.29 Therefore, the creator/licensor is able to seek recourse under copyright law
for infringement of their copyright.30
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Competing with Free
Information wants to be free. Information also wants to be expensive. Information
wants to be free because it has become so cheap to distribute, copy, and recombine--too cheap to meter. It wants to be expensive because it can be immeasurably
valuable to the recipient. That tension will not go away. - Stewart Brand31
The price of information distribution is in free fall thanks to the world wide web. We are
surrounded by “free”, and the psychology of “free” is very powerful.32
The music industry is notorious for its struggle against illegal music distribution. Some
in the music industry have realised that it is very difficult to compete with free.33 Instead of
fighting it, bands such as Radiohead and Nine Inch Nails have offered fans free music. However,
these artists have shown that free is not the opposite of pay.34 Providing free music recordings
does not necessarily devalue the artist’s music or their value as an artist. On the contrary, it can
lead to the discovery of new business models. Creators can give some of their work away, and
still get paid.35
The business model: How does it work?
It’s an analogue business model in a digital era. The business model has to
change. You’ve got to licence out more music - have more Spotifys, more websites
selling more music. You’ve got to make it slightly cheaper to get music in order to
compete with the peer-to-peers. - Ed O’Brien, Radiohead36
There are many examples of CC being integrated into business successfully.37 However, Nine
Inch Nails frontman, Trent Reznor’s implementation of a CC business model is particularly
exemplary.
The band released albums Ghosts I-IV and The Slip for free under a CC Attribution NonCommercial Share Alike (BY-NC-SA) license.38 Whilst the first 9 tracks of Ghosts I-IV were free
downloads, fans had further options ranging from a $5 download of all 36 tracks in the album to
a $300 ultra-deluxe limited edition package.39 As a result, they found immediate and substantial
financial return ($1.6 million from 800,000 transactions in the first week),40 as well as seeing
their long-term sales flourish.41 This is despite the fact that the 36-song version of the album was
widely and legally available on peer-to-peer file-sharing sites.42
So how did Nine Inch Nails do it? According to Techdirt CEO Mike Masnick,43 Nine Inch
Nails’ approach can be summarised to this formula:
Connect With Fans (CwF) + Reason To Buy (RtB) = The Business Model ($$$$)44
Connect with Fans (CwF)
Essentially, CwF relies on the fact that using an information good that one has created may
cause its users to seek out a relationship with the creator. The creator then charges for the
relationship, not for the information.45 Consequently, “content as product” gives way to “content
as service”.46
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It is all about the relationship, and engaging fans. For example, Reznor not only gave away
music, but also engaged fans with the band by giving them the ability to remix and redistribute
the tracks under the CC Share Alike term. 48 Compare Radiohead’s sub-par artwork-less release
of “In Rainbows”, described by Reznor as an “insincere”, “shrewd” “marketing gimmick”.50
What is more, Radiohead stopped offering the album as a digital download and solely relied on
a tradition label for subsequent distributions.51
The direct and instantaneous nature of sharing content with fans over the internet has the
potential to create a sense of closeness between the creator and their fans. This is apparent when
contrasted with the commodificationcommoditization of creative content by intermediaries.52
The detachment of copyright from the creators, who author works, due to the assignment of
copyright to intermediaries, enforces the perception that fans are simply buying a commodity.53
Where a physical commodity is being sold, comparing the supply and demand for the product
and estimating the optimal sale price for it may be useful.54 However, due to technological
advances certain commodities that are in digital form can easily be replicated. A connection with
fans, on the other hand, is not easily created or maintained. Therefore, a connection with fans is
not something that can be assigned a dollar value or be replicated with marketing gimmicks.
Reason to Buy (RtB)
According to Masnick, a true RtB is a voluntary transaction.55 This concept fits squarely within
bestselling author and entrepreneur, Seth Godin’s56 criteria for ‘Permission Marketing’.57
Permission marketing is described as the privilege (not the right) of delivering anticipated,
personal and relevant messages to people who want to receive them.58 Permission marketers
recognise that people do not have an obligation to buy,59 and when people choose to pay
attention they are giving a valuable asset.60
In the simplest terms, Godin’s description of real permission is: “If you stop showing
up, people complain, they ask where you went.”61 Effectively, it is a form of demand, with a
difference. It is not artificially created by imposing legal scarcity on the work by enforcing the
creator’s exclusive rights under copyright law (which in this digital age, does not seem to be
very effective).62 Instead, this is demand for something that is actually scarce – the creator (and
the connection to the creator that people feel from enjoying the creator’s work).63 In other words,
the creator is the product. The works embody the creator, but the works can never substitute the
source. It can perhaps be described as an alternative economic theory to copyright, one based
on a consensual relationship between the creator and the people who appreciate their works.64
The fans are not paying for the work because they merely want a product, but because they
appreciate the creator and wish to show their support.
The internet allows the creator to treat different people differently, and it demands that
the creator let their permission base choose what they hear and in what format.65 In “competing
with free” – the question then becomes: how free? Is releasing one third of a book (as Seth
Godin did with 4 chapters of his book Permission Marketing) enough of a reason to buy?66 Or is
it Reznor’s quarter of the album? Regardless, it is not merely a matter of quantity, but quality.67
CC may be the obvious tool for permission – a stamp that says “share me”; however CC is
not just free marketing.68 First, one must ask: is the work being put out remarkable? 69 In other
words, is it worthy of attention?70
Creative Commons doesn’t make people love your work in one spread. It gives
the tools to people who love your work in one spread to do something. So, it
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doesn’t solve the first problem. And that’s a problem that every artist solves in
their own way. - Cory Doctorow71
Permission marketing works by expressly allowing people certain freedoms. Instead
of being “forced” to buy a product before they can experience it, people can choose to pay for
something that they feel is worthwhile.
What a creator decides to put out under CC will of course vary with what they are
selling, and who they are selling to. It is not just marketing to the masses, but finding the niche
of people who value the work and are willing to pay. For instance, a CC Non-Commercial term
allows the creator to separate the market, i.e. score business deals without limiting wide spread
use of their material. Whilst online record label, Magnatune,72 offers free audio streaming and
allows consumers to purchase albums under a variable pricing model from $5, it also promotes
the CC+ protocol73 by offering a commercial-use licence.
In terms of the consumer base, examples of what might be seen to be of real value or real
scarcity, include live gigs74 and official merchandise (as opposed to mp3 recordings), a cinema
experience (as opposed to watching a movie on a computer or TV) and even a limited edition
CD/DVD box set. These are perceived to be of distinctly higher value compared to the digital
files that can technically be shared at almost zero cost.
Unfortunately, while the formula itself may appear simple, executing iit successfully
requires a good dose of imagination. A successful business model is about applying that “simple”
Connect with Fans (CwF) + Reason to Buy (RtB) = The Business Model ($$$$) equation and
engaging fans in a variety of different creative ways – which Reznor has done time and time
and time again.76 Reznor understood that allowing fans to share his content did not mean that
he would lose revenue, but that he could gain new fans and earn the loyalty of existing ones.77
Case Studies
New business models are not limited to the music industry. Sooner or later, new business
models will emerge in most creative industries where content can be enjoyed in digital form
(e.g. books,78 magazines,79 news,80 documentaries,81 illustrations and images,82 or films).
The following are four case studies on the integration of CC licensing into film production
and distribution businesses. In particular, these case studies illustrate the differences between
the use of CC by relatively unknown film producers (the creators behind the films Cafuné (2005)
and Star Wreck (2005) respectively) and its use by major film studios (Kiss Kiss Bang Bang (2005)
by Warner Brothers and Two Fists One Heart (2008) by Disney).
Cafuné
Cafuné (2005) is a romantic drama about the relationship that develops between a high society girl
and a boy from a favela (or shanty town) and the conflict that ensues in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.83
This debut feature film by director and writer Bruno Vianna was simultaneously released in
cinemas and on the internet (officially on the Overmundo project website84 and on peer-topeer file sharing networks) under a CC Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike (BY-NC-SA)
2.5 Brazil licence.85 Because only approximately 50 Brazilian movies are released in Brazilian
movie theatres every year, this distribution scheme was used to overcome the narrow theatre
distributing channel.86 As Bruno questioned: “Why shouldn’t we seek [a] wider audience,
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exploring all possible means of distribution?”87
Under the BY-NC-SA licence, anyone is able to download, copy, distribute for noncommercial purposes, and even remix the film. Bruno released two versions of the film. Therefore,
depending on which movie theatre the film was watched, a different conclusion to the story
take could take place.88 This way, Bruno encouraged users to follow his lead and create new
conclusions for the work, and encouraged the audiences’ creative expression and involvement
in the work.89 Similar to Reznor, Bruno was connecting with fans (CwF) at a deeper level by
providing them with options over and above mere objective appreciation. By participating,
viewers were brought closer to the film.
The move arguably worked to increase demand (or a reason to buy (RtB)). Extraordinarily,
the number of cinema-goers increased as time passed, following the dramatic rise in downloads.90
After being dropped to two theatres following its initial release in six theatres in Rio de Janeiro,
the film was brought back to another three theatres to continue its run.91 Cafuné made it onto the
list of the 20 most watched movies in Brazil on certain weeks92 – not bad for a new filmmaker
and the small number of theatres in which the movie was released.93
Star Wreck
Star Wreck: In the Pirkinning (2005) is the first ever Finnish feature-length science-fiction film.94
The Star Trek parody follows the story of Captain James B. Pirk of the starship Kickstart who
is shipwrecked in the “past” on 21st century earth with his crew. How they save the Earth from
future hostile aliens – one will have to watch the movie to find out.95
The core group of five unemployed Finnish students, and over 300 extras, assistants and
supporters took seven years to make the film on a shoestring budget.96 On-location shoots were
made in public places that did not cost money, and their “bluescreen studio” was a piece of blue
linoleum in Samuli Torssonen’s (creator, writer, producer and “Captain Pirk”) living room.97 In
fact, the most expensive part of production was keeping the computer equipment up to date.98
Despite being in the Finnish local dialect of Tampere99 (with English subtitles), it seems
that the film’s wacky humour and professional-quality visual effects have led to its world-wide
appeal. In 2005, the film debuted online on the Star Wreck website under a CC Attribution NonCommercial No Derivatives (BY-NC-ND) licence.100 By the second month of its release, 2.92
million copies had been downloaded from the Star Wreck site, the figure eclipsing Finland’s
most-viewed film in theatres, the war epic “The Unknown Soldier” (1955, 2.8 million viewers).101
Since then, the film has been downloaded countless times on BitTorrent peer-to-peer filesharing
systems.102
Star Wreck took seven years of hard work to create, yet the producers never
intended it to be a money making machine.103 There was but one objective for the
release: that the film may spread as widely as possible.104 While an open distribution
method allowed the film to reach a worldwide audience, it has not stopped the film’s
creators from making money. The film has since been aired on Finnish, Belgian and Italian
TV, with DVD distribution deals in Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark (by Universal Pictures),
Japan, UK and US.105 Again, anyone can download and burn the film to DVD, but the official
DVD contains extra material (making-of, deleted scenes, etc).106 The amount of DVDs sold
placed it among the top 5 Finnish movies in 2005107 (more than 5000 DVDs),108 and according
to Stephen Lee (Star Wreck Studios CEO), “It cost 15,000 Euros to make and they’ve got 200,000
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Euros so far.”109
Star Wreck has successfully built a connection with fans (CwF), at the same time giving
them a reason to buy (RtB). From its humble beginnings of the first Star Wreck short, a simple Star
Control–like animation110 with three ships shooting at each other (In the Perkinning is in fact Star
Wreck VI),111 Samuli’s series of films has evolved and gradually built up the relationship with
fans by encouraging collaboration. In the battle scenes, all but the main rebel ship were donated
by individuals to the project.112 The film has since been subtitled in 30 different languages.113
Overall, more than three hundred people worked on the project for free over the last few years
of production, with a further 3000 people actively participating in tasks ranging from naming
characters to creating the film soundtrack.114 This volunteer support in turn motivated the
producers’ desire make it free to watch and share.115
The creators are keeping this on-going permissive relationship alive, allowing fans to
continue their support by voluntarily buying the DVDs – as the advertisement for the Star Wreck
DVD says: “Order now and help us make a sequel.”116 By buying the DVD and merchandise,117
fans are supporting Star Wreck Studios’ future productions Iron Sky (a sci-fi comedy about Nazis
on the moon)118 and Sauna (a horror film).119 They have even come up with ingenious ways to
garner other means of financial support, such as selling so-called “war bonds” for Iron Sky.120
Fans are also able to participate in the film production process through Star Wreck Studio’s
Wreck-a-Movie website,121 with tasks ranging from remixing the Iron Sky teaser122 to submitting
ideas on how to promote the film at the Cannes Film Festival.123
Kiss Kiss Bang Bang
Kiss Kiss Bang Bang (2005) is a crime/black comedy Warner Brothers production by
Joel Silver (producer behind blockbuster successes such as Lethal Weapon, Die Hard and The
Matrix), written and directed by Shane Black (director of Lethal Weapon) and starring Robert
Downey Jr. and Val Kilmer.124 Unusually for a Hollywood production, producers released its
trailer and 5 movie clips on video-sharing site Revver125 under Revver’s default CC AttributionNoncommercial-No Derivative Works (BY-NC-ND) licence.126 The No Derivative Works
condition meant that users were limited to copying and sharing the clips without altering them.
They released the clips mainly for their online “Casting Call” contest which encouraged users
to re-enact the released clips and upload them to Kiss Kiss Bang Bang’s contest website.127 Up for
grabs was a “big Hollywood break”: a trip to Hollywood to meet a casting agent.128
Despite significant praise and mainly positive reviews,129 the film was largely overlooked for
major awards130 and by the US Box Office (73% of its earnings were made abroad)131 due to a
limited release (only in 226 US theatres). And it seems that its “Casting Call” online contest did
not do much to boost its presence. It appears that only 67 user-generated casting videos were
uploaded to Revver,132 a meager number considering the potentially wide reach of the internet.
Regardless, the film still managed to gross a respectable $15 million worldwide.133
Two Fists One Heart
Two Fists One Heart (2008) is an Australian family drama about a champion boxer’s (Daniel
Amalm) relationship with his coach father (Ennio Fantasichini). As much as 30 minutes of film
footage (5 scenes/rushes)134 and selections from the soundtrack were released under a CC
Attribution (BY) 3.0 unported licence.135 This release, backed by the film’s distributor Disney
through Buena Vista International (Australia), is believed to be a world first for a commercially
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backed film.136
As in the case of Kiss Kiss Bang Bang, an online competition was devised to encourage
audience participation. Again, the contest promised top participants an “exposure to highprofile people in the film industry”. However, it went a step further than Kiss Kiss Bang Bang
by releasing the footage under a less-restrictive Attribution licence and therefore allowing
remixing, which was in fact the premise of the competition. Fans were encouraged to mix the
scenes, put them together as a short film and post them on YouTube (with a link back to the
producers).137 The best 5 scene cuts were to be rewarded with a space on Disney’s promotional
Two Fists One Heart site and personal contact with Bill Russo (head of Editing at the Australian
Film, Television and Radio School) who would give them editing advice and help with their
editing careers.138
The rushes contained footage not included in the film because to Bronwen Clune (head
of Norg Media, the company behind the promotion) “the thought of footage being wasted and
unused when someone could make something really creative with it was a real shame”.139 The
move was therefore seen as a win-win – giving people professional footage, whilst promoting
the film at the same time.140 In addition, the rushes show a bit of behind-the-scenes action,
giving people “a real look-in to what working on a professional movie set is like.”141
Despite this genuine effort to encourage re-use and participation, like Kiss Kiss Bang Bang,
the movie may have suffered due to a limited release (just 50 theatres), debuting at 15th place
in its first weekend at the Australian box office (grossing $66, 574),142 and grossing $141,723 in
total.143 While both tried to connect with fans (CwF), it does not appear that their efforts lead to
a reason to buy (RtB).
Advertising vs Connecting
Out of the four film productions, the producers of Star Wreck have made the best use of CC
licensing in their business model by engaging with fans and giving them a reason to buy. It seems
that making the film free for fans to legally share “wound up being the best marketing”.144 The
film has progressed from its online debut to DVDs, and talk about a theatre release. It appears
to be a “completely upside-down economic model”, the opposite of the usual theatre release
winding down to pirated DVDs.146 The production is a fine example of a creative enterprise
making the most of the new networked digital environment to find an audience and financial
reward.
Similarly, Cafuné has made the most of CC as a distribution channel to overcome limited
exposure. Without online distribution, Cafuné would have just been a drama with the ordinary
short run in Rio’s theatres. Both Cafuné and Star Wreck were wholly released online for free under
a CC licence, yet they did not suffer financially. In fact, both improved their financial returns
– Cafuné in terms of theatre visits, and Star Wreck in terms of DVD sales. Instead of competing
with “free” and the freedom to share under CC, the producers have taken advantage of “free”,
and the freedom to share their works under CC licences, to add value to their films.
In contrast, Kiss Kiss Bang Bang and Two Fists One Heart’s release of trailers and film
clips/snippets online seem to be fairly mundane uses of CC licences. It does not appear that the
releases did much to improve the films’ respective positions in the market. Both chose a safer
marketing model. In particular, the release of Kiss Kiss Bang Bang’s scenes under a No Derivative
Works term is not very different from posting a trailer on websites.147 They limited their use
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of CC licensing to promote the film via one-way advertising instead of initiating a two-way
dialogue. Accordingly, they have merely taken an incremental step from traditional advertising
and trailer screening and transposed it onto the internet, thereby foregoing the possibility to
engage and communicate with fans.
Suicide or the Wave of the Future?148
Still, one must appreciate the weight of the proposal. Releasing a film online and permitting
others to legally share it under a CC licence is a big decision. Even for Cafuné, the decision
was deeply studied and exhaustively debated amongst distributor, director and production
office.149 And it is likely to be more difficult for larger productions. The fact that a film usually
belongs not only to its director, but also to the producer, distributor, investors etc., poses as a
limit to open content licensing.150 Such a decision could lead to boycotting by exhibitors (for
example, Steven Soderbergh’s experimental Bubble (2005), which was released simultaneously
on cable TV, DVD and theatres, but shunned by many theatre owners who refused to screen the
film).151 Distributors usually aim to release films on an exclusive basis and for profit, after heavy
investment.152 They do not want to be competing with anyone else,153 much less a free copy of
the film that can be legally shared.
No surprise here, but the essential factor behind the decision is revenue, and the risk
of lost sales. Almost all big studio productions are aspiring money-making blockbusters from
conception. Artistic expression aside, they are business decisions, born to make money. On
the other hand, Cafuné and Star Wreck were said to be released first and foremost to reach the
widest possible audience.154 They could afford to do that because there was little expectation on
returns. Cafuné was publicly funded from prize money (about US$280,000) won at the Brazilian
Ministry of Culture competition for low budget films.155 Star Wreck was made with $15,000
Euros;156 built heavily on voluntary participation and a lot of improvisation.157
In the words of Cory Doctorow: “The artist’s enemy is obscurity, not piracy.”158 In the
case of these two little-known films, this statement was particularly true. Sharing under CC
was a practical measure, especially at the early stages of release; they did not have the means
to spend large amounts of money on promotional advertising. The bar for financial return was
set very low;159 therefore they had nothing to lose but everything to gain in putting it out under
CC.
Most people who download the book don’t end up buying it, but they wouldn’t
have bought it in any event, so I haven’t lost any sales, I’ve just won an audience.
A tiny minority of downloaders treat the free e-book as a substitute for the
printed book--those are the lost sales. But a much larger minority treat the e-book
as an enticement to buy the printed book. They’re gained sales. As long as gained
sales outnumber lost sales, I’m ahead of the game. After all, distributing nearly a
million copies of my book has cost me nothing. - Cory Doctorow160
As for big studio productions, the perceived risk of lost sales from legal filesharing may
seem too high. On the other hand, obscurity is less of a problem for them, and they have budgets
set aside for promotional advertising. A CC licence is a tool, and should be used accordingly.
Hence, at the moment, just dipping their toes into the CC pond seems like a far more attractive
option to them.
Will content intermediaries such as big Hollywood studios ever take the plunge and
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release an entire film online under a CC licence? Time will tell, whether they will do it or not,
or even if the question itself matters. If they choose not to, others who take their cue from Star
Wreck or Cafuné will. These businesses, which insist on clinging solely to the old model of content
marketing, are missing out on the fact that most people will share content if they believe it is
worth sharing.161 It is how people communicate with each other in this day and age.162 Instead
of fighting the technology that makes sharing possible,163 the industry should reconsider their
business models. Creators such as Samuli Torssonen and Bruno Vianna, on the other hand, have
realised the value of this sharing culture to them, and in the process have found new business
models to harness that value.
Skeptics may argue that the uniqueness of the Cafuné and Star Wreck’s distribution
methods have contributed to the ‘hype’, and therefore the returns, of these films.164 Short of
going back in time and re-releasing the same films in cinemas or on DVD without the free online
downloads, it is impossible to calculate the actual effects of the decisions to release these films
on the internet.165 Likewise, it is difficult to fairly compare Kiss Kiss Bang Bang and Two Fists
One Heart with Cafuné and Star Wreck. These are four vastly different films, from genres with
different mixtures of crime, romance, drama, science-fiction, comedy and action, and all from
different countries. However, the reality is that the producers of Cafuné and Star Wreck did make
money. They clearly exceeded expectations on returns, whereas Kiss Kiss Bang Bang and Two
Fists One Heart did not. The idea of releasing a whole commercially backed film online, whilst
allowing others to share it under a CC licence may no longer be as far-fetched as it seems.
Conclusion
Web 2.0 technologies166 have clearly bridged the gap between creators and their audience.
Filmmakers like Bruno Vianna and Samuli Torssonen are realising the immense potential of
the world wide web as a medium that allows them to connect with fans (CwF), give fans a
reason to buy (RtB), whilst allowing their works to reach the farthest corners of the earth. They
no longer limit themselves to traditional distribution channels, but are prepared to make their
films available online under a CC licence. The CC licence, as a legal sharing tool, allows the
copyright owner to retain certain rights (e.g. the right to be correctly attributed for their work,
or to prevent the work from being used commercially), whilst allowing others the freedom to
share the work.
Of course, whether other filmmakers will replicate the success of Star Wreck or Cafuné
will depend on the quality of their work and their ability to implement the Connect With Fans
(CwF) + Reason To Buy (RtB) formula creatively. In all likelihood, current mainstream distribution
channels such as theatres and DVD sales will still be dominated by Hollywood. However, films
like Star Wreck and Cafuné have shown that a film neither requires initial access to traditional
distribution channels to find an audience, nor does it have to have the backing of large Hollywood
studios to gain wide recognition; it can be made in the streets of Rio de Janeiro or in a living
room in Tampere, released online under a CC licence. When Samuli was making his first short
Star Wreck animation, it would have been hard to believe that years later he would have a
feature-length film on DVD distributed by Universal and also have a production company.167
Yet, he escaped obscurity and overcame the traditional barrier that existed between creator and
audience.
By letting relatively unknown filmmakers or creators circumvent traditional distribution
channels dominated by content intermediaries, sharing works under a CC licence allows these
creators to reach their audience while maintaining a level of control over their copyright works
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(i.e. explicitly reserving some rights but not all rights). Gaining an audience is no longer exclusive
to large content intermediaries who are clearly advantaged in terms of finances, advertising
resources and reputation. This supports a more balanced version of the conventional economic
model, by decentralizing who gets to make, share and profit from art.168
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